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How can a non-expert user efficiently select their 

activity code out of a taxonomy of > 1000 codes, for 

insurance purposes?
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Nail salon
Manicurists or nail specialists pamper the nails on people's hands and feet. They clean, shape, 

strengthen, and extend nails; soothe and protect them with special treatments, paint them, and 

possibly adorn nails with artwork or stones. In 2008, there were 76,000 manicurists and 

pedicurists in the United States, according to the government's Bureau of Labor Statistics. The nail 

care industry reports that the number of people who seek nail salon services is increasing each 

year, and Americans spend billions on nail care products and services.
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What do you do?
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Activity labels are augmented with:

• Expert documents

• Relevant Wikipedia articles (e.g. “Barber”)

• 10 relevant web pages found through Bing

(e.g. www.beautysalon.com/aboutus.html)

Act. Code Act. Code Label

7297a00 Beauty parlours - no tanning beds- no laser therapy 
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“I have a nail salon”

Web Scraping Gain
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Activity Code - Description

2011a00 - Cheese Manufacturing
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Pattern

Matching 

Mention

An example of a sentence in expert text:

“If the insured has valuable artwork on the premises,

a Fine Arts Floater is recommended.”
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With a prior distribution of activity codes

1. Ask question that has most entropy

2. Update likelihoods with answer

Until user feels confident with an answer in a shortlist
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